Matrix reduction and Parallel computing are areas that also interested Mike... Truncated: for large sparse matrices General tridiagonalization principles: elementary similarity transformation
Answer(s):
General principles: tridiagonalization step with an elementary similarity transformation
Each M must be defined and invertible: 
endfor Output:
Breakdown issues
If s = 0 (or s ≈ 0 in finite precision), the nonsymmetric Lanczos breaks down.
Any "fixed-start" tridiagonalization algorithm can breakdown (implicit Q theorem). It depends on u 1 = e T 1 Q −1 and
Breakdown does not occur only if the Hankel determinants are nonzero
The critical set of vectors that cause breakdown is of measure zero.
Recovery methods
Restart... pick another (u 1 , v 1 ) or randomly shuffle A with N AN −1 .
Look-ahead: block-tridiagonal
Pivoting (in the elimination method) Implicit shift (bulge chase):
The new QRT algorithm Basic ingredient: the xy-QR step Elimination of γ in detail: case |µ| = |γ/β| ≤ 1
This leads to a stable elimination of γ when |µ| = |γ/β| ≤ 1.
Elimination of
Looking at A Q k , it has a structure where the elimination step amounts to tridiagonalizing the inner 3-by-3 block
with a transformation matrix that must preserve the surronding zeros. This transformation matrix must therefore have its first column and first row both equal to the first canonical basis vector (to within diagonal scaling):
Risky division by τ < 1. We should bound f i /τ , i = k + 3, ..., n
Bounding f i /τ : extended xyz-QR step
Reconsider the partitioning
This comes from the fact that
Bounding f i /τ (cont.) Applying the process at step k, we obtain the structure
and therefore
If |r| ≤ |q|, the term r can be annihilated in a safe preliminary step. The reorganization restricts the side-effects of a large multiplier when zeroing γ. Regardless the size of the problem, there can be at most six vulnerable entries induced by 
Optimality of roundoff errors
Any similarity transformation M ZM −1 has roundoff errors 
Consider the QR factorization
The problem becomes
The minimum is attained when U S = I. i.e.,
, which is however inconsistent with the requirement that e 
